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URGENT REMINDER 
Dear colleague, 

USE OF ADDITIONAL FULL DISPENSING FEE CODE 

With the payment and analysis of April prescriptions paid at end of May I thought it would be timely to 

remind all contractors of the use of the new Additional Full Dispensing Fee Code (98765) for claiming 

the additional full fees when dispensing multiple flavours (when requested by prescriber) or 

reconstituted items.  

 

1. ADDITIONAL FULL DISPENSING FEE CODE 

a. I would also remind contractors to ensure they use the new Additional Full Dispensing Fee 

Code (98765) for claiming the additional full fees when dispensing multiple flavours or 

reconstituted items as detailed on MPS 2472. 

b. Please ensure that you only use the (98765) code once on any prescription form. You 

should just code for total number of Additional Full Dispensing Fees from multiple items 

once on any prescription form. 

c. Please ensure you only use the new Additional Full Dispensing Fee code when dispensing 

multiple flavours or reconstituted items. 

d. When claiming for reconstituted items please note that you can only claim Additional Full 

Dispensing Fee where you are required to make up product on multiple occasions due to 

the shelf life of the reconstituted product. 

e. This code is not to be used for claiming multiple dispensing fees. 

 

I have attached worked example prescription forms involving multiple mixed flavours and 

reconstituted items for your convenience with this MPS. 

If you have any queries contact Mark Nelson 02895 363703 or email mark.nelson@hscni.net. 

Yours sincerely 

Ms Kathryn Turner 

Head of Professional Pharmacy Services 

 

14 July 2017 
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Mixed Flavour Example  
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Reconstituted Product Example 


